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As a result of pandemic safety restrictions, all SAYF retreats and
events
are now being held via internet web conferencing until
further notice. This retreat happened on Zoom.
This is our witness. This is our story.

I enjoyed sayf just wish it was in real life. ~ Teo
Dear SAYF,
This was such a good end to the week. I always forgot how wonderful you
people are and how much energy these give me, as introverted as I am. It
was nice to have some grads answer questions too! Lately I've been finding
myself on the answering end and the advice was nice to get.
Love you all,
Sadie de Beer

I really loved this gathering, and was glad to have made it. It
was awesome to see all of the old faces and some of the new. I
know that this is short and sweet, but its just like the
gathering and i can't wait until the next one. Stay SAYF in this
wide world friends.
~ Graham Hallward

I felt nervous coming into this event because I didn't know how it would go with the YAFs
joining us. But as always SAYF came through, showing its true colors and welcoming all even
those with no SAYF past experience. I was excited to see so many young Friends as well--as
usual just spending time with you, even virtually brings joy to my heart. Keep on being
amazing through the days of virtual life--the thought of hugging you all keeps me coming back.
~ Jennifer Dickie

Hello Again SAYF, It was such a pleasure to get to spend another evening with all of you. It
has been so enriching to see both familiar faces, and meet some new ones. I appreciated
everyone's candor during Fishbowl, and "Who Said That" is something I'm going to hold onto
for future virtual gatherings, I haven't laughed this freely in a long while. Much love to you till
we meet again, Grace Beavin

I had such a great time talking to the zoom participants tonight! During the
fishbowl we talked about being an adult, and it's still so surreal to me that these are
some of the last moments I have left with this beautiful community. Come June,
I'll graduate and move on to the next stage of my life, but I will always cherish the
memories I've had the privilege of making with you all. Every moment I
experience in SAYF makes me feel infinite.

stay awesome always, or at least until i see you next.

-marissa beatty <3

Unfortunately, the one person that joined was
Nevin, but it ended up being really fun regardless.
Definitely my favorite of the virtual meetings so
far, it was good to see past SAYFers and I really
appreciated the presence of some new faces as
well! ~ Oliver Wingate

